Huyspeed

For Maximum TISSUE MACHINE Performance

Advanced Tissue Felt Technology
Technology
Huyspeed tissue felt technology incorporates a unique combination of special base structures adapted to the specific needs of the machine with enhanced batt surface to deliver outstanding performance on the most demanding tissue applications. The advanced batt surface produces unprecedented pressing uniformity for excellent pickup from former and exceptional pressing uniformity against the Yankee.

Benefits
Huyspeed tissue felts provides the most comprehensive performance package for your tissue former:

- Improved pickup from forming section due to exceptionally uniform surface and increased surface area for capillary action to hold sheet to felt.
- Outstanding pressing uniformity due to smoother surface uniformity from combination of fiber technology and unique needling procedure with Huyerpunch-D.
- Unique shaped fibers provide a special felt surface which act as a “check valve”, thereby preventing sheet rewet when exiting the nip.

All the above combine to significantly reduce energy consumption.

Applications
Huyspeed is the ideal tissue felt for all machine types including Crescent formers, high speed twin wire machines, Suction breast roll machines.

For more information contact your Xerium representative today, or visit Xerium.com.